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Scalable Blockchain Architecture for Enterprise Applications

Blockchain-based decentralized infrastructure has been
adapted in various industries to handle the sensitive data in a
privacy-preserving manvner without trusting third parties.
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Blockchain-based decentralized infrastructure has been adapted in various
industries to handle the sensitive data
in a privacy-preserving manner without
trusting third parties.
However, integrating state-ofthe-art blockchain platforms
with the scalable, enterpriselevel applications result in
several
challenges.
Current
blockchain platforms do not
support
high
transaction
throughput, lack high scalability,
and cannot provide real-time
transaction processing and backpressure operation handling
in high transaction throughput
applications(e.g Big data, IoT).
In this paper, we propose a
novel permissioned blockchain
platform “Librumchain” for highly
scalable, enterprise applications.
Librumchain blockchain adopts
the
Apache
Kafka-based

consensus on top of a “ValidateExecute-Group”
blockchain
architecture to handle real-time
transaction execution on the
blockchain. The architecture
is equipped with a functional
programming and actor-based
smart contract platform that
enables concurrent execution of
transactions in the blockchain.
Librumchain
supports
high
transaction
throughput,
high scalability, concur- rent
transaction
execution,
data
analytics
features.
With
Librumchain, we make blockchain
more scalable, secure, structured
and meaningful for further data
analytics.
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Introduction to LibrumCHAIN

Enterprise-level applications in various industries operate in highly scalable environments and cope
with privacy-sensitive data. To handle the security and privacy concerns of the data in these applications,
blockchain-based infrastructure can be adopted. Then data sharing between different components,
data aggregation, monitoring, decision-making functions can be securely facilitated with blockchainbased architecture. However, to efficiently handle the high data load and make analytics with them, the
underlying data storage must support high transaction throughput, high scalability and have searchretrieve features. When integrating existing blockchain platforms with this type of scalable applications,
one encounters many challenges. Currently, existing blockchain platforms 1) are not scalable [1], 2) do
not support real-time transaction processing [2, 1], 3) do not support high transaction write throughput
[3], 4) cannot handle back-pressure operations in high transaction throughput enable applications [4] in
high transaction throughput enabled applications, 5) do not support full-text search query APIs to search
the data in blockchain [5, 2], 6) and do not support data analytics and machine learning features. As such,
current blockchains are not immediately suited for the scalable enterprise-level applications.
There are three major performance bottlenecks in the existing blockchain platform 1) “storage
model”, 2) “Order-Execute architecture” and 3) “imperative-style smart contracts” [6, 1, 5]. In existing
blockchains, each peer in the network maintains their ledger. Data on the network replicates throughout
all nodes(full-node data replication). Unlike the distributed database, there is no sharding to improve
performance [3]. Existing blockchains cannot execute the transactions when a peer submits a transaction
to the network. To validate and execute a transaction, it needs to wait until a block is created [1]. Existing
blockchain smart contract platforms [7, 1, 8] do not come with concurrency control. Due to this reason,
concurrent transactions are not supported in existing blockchain platforms. All transactions are executed
sequentially and so is the ledger update. This results in low transaction throughput and latency [9]. Much
research has been conducted to solve these major performance bottlenecks on blockchain [2, 1, 3, 10] and
integrate them with scalable, enterprise-level applications. Table 1 summarizes how these performance
bottleneck features are solved on existing blockchain platforms and smart contract platforms. According
to the Table 1 we have observed that there are no current blockchain solutions that address any of
the two conditions out of (i.e., real-time transactions with O-E model, concurrent execution of smart
contracts and sharded replications), let alone all three.
BigchainDB [2], HbasechainDB [11] blockchains provides Quasi-real-time transactions(not full realtime transactions) with using novel blockchain-pipelined architecture. They do not support sharded data
replication or concurrent transaction execution of smart contracts. The Hyperledger Fabric [1] which is
the most popular private blockchain platform currently available proposed “MVCC” [17] concurrency
control-based novel blockchain architecture “Execute-Order-Validate” to reduce the overhead of the
“Order-Execute” architecture. Even though Hyperledger Fabric gains considerable performance gain
with using this novel architecture, it does not yet support the real-time transactions. Also, it’s Chaincode
smart contract platform does not support concurrent transaction execution since it used imperative style
based programming. Chain [10], Rapidchain [3], RSCoin [12], LightChain [13] kind of blockchains support
sharded data replication to get rid of full-node replication. But they do not support real-time transactions
processing or concurrent transaction execution of smart contracts. Simplicity [9], Scilla [8], Rholang [6]
kind of smart contract platforms trying to support side-effects less functional programming-based smart
contracts. But they do not support real-time transaction execution on the blockchain or sharded data
replications. Due to these reasons, one cannot directly use most of the existing blockchain platforms
4
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and smart contract platforms with scalable, enterprise-level, financially critical application domains
[18]. In this research, three major performance bottlenecks(i.e., real-time transactions with O-E model,
concurrent execution of smart contracts and sharded replications) are addressed on existing blockchain
platforms and a scalable blockchain system called “Librumchain” is built as a proof-of-concept prototype.
Librumchain targets private blockchain usage where peers are trusted and are known to one another.
Following are our main contributions of this research.
1. Real-time transaction enabled, “Validate-Execute-Group” blockchain architecture is
introduced with Apache Kafka-based consensus. The proposed architecture reduces the
overhead of “Order-Execute” architecture.
2. Functional programming and Actor based smart contract platform is integrated to
achieve concurrent transactions in the blockchain.
3. Instead of full-node data replication, sharding has been used to reduce the network and
communication overhead in the blockchain.
4. Microservices-based architecture is introduced to build scalable blockchain applications.
5. Back-pressure operations on high transaction throughput enabled applications handles
with Apache Kafka and Akka streams.
6. Full-text search of blockchain data is made possible by building indices on the blocks/
transactions/assets using Apache Lucene index-based API.
The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. Section II and Section III discusses the background
information and Validate-Execute-Group architecture of Librumchain blockchain. Section IV discusses
the architecture and implementation of the Librumchain blockchain. Section V performance evaluation.
Section VI Related works. Section VII conclusion and future works.
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Background Information

2.1. Full Node Replication
In current blockchain systems, all the peers maintain their own
local ledger (local storage). They use full node replication to replicate
the data among the nodes [3]. For example, when a block gets created
it will broadcast to other peers. Then other peers will execute the
transaction to update their local ledger [19]. Even though this works
fine with untrusted public blockchain ledgers, there is no point of
having full node replication on private/permissioned blockchains.
There are various drawbacks on full node replicated systems. They
use gossip protocols to broadcast blocks among the nodes. It will
add additional network bandwidth and time when transport block
information between all the peers. When storing all the data on local
ledgers it will consume a large amount of storage. Since data exists
different local nodes, current blockchain systems cannot provide a
way to effectively search the data from the ledger.
2.2. Order-Execute Architecture
Most existing blockchains follow the Order-Execute architecture
[1]. In this architecture, transactions are executed in the following
order:

6

1

Peers generate transactions. Diﬀerent transaction
parameters exist in diﬀerent blockchains. In Bitcoinlike blockchains, inputs and outputs are transaction
parameters. In Hyperledger-like smart contract-based
blockchain, transactions are generated with smart
contract function name and function parameters.
Until a new block is created, these transactions are not
executed; they are pending.

2

Using some consensus algorithm, a new block will
be generated from the pending transactions. There
are various consensus protocols used by diﬀerent
blockchains.
Bitcoin
and
Ethereum-like
public
blockchains use POW; Tendermint, Chain, or Quorumlike private blockchain use BFT consensus [20, 21].

3

Finally, the generated block is broadcast to all peers via
a gossip protocol. Peers that receive a block sequentially
execute the transactions on the block and update their
local ledger status.
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The Order-Execute architecture is simple and works well for public
blockchains. However, using Order-Execute for private blockchains
has several drawbacks. Transactions are not immediately executed
after submission by peers. This adds considerable lag between
transaction submit time and transaction execution time. As a result,
clients need to wait until the transaction is completed. After the
transactions are added to a block, all transactions will be serially
executed; there is no concurrent transaction execution. This added
further latency. All transactions are executed in all peers. For an
instance, if there are 10 peers in the network, a single transaction
will be executed 10 times in each peer. This is a major drawback on
resources and time.
As an alternative to the Order-Execute architecture, Hyperledger
Fabric proposed the Execute-Order-Validate architecture [1]. It has
gained success to some extent; however, it is not sufficient for high
transaction throughput and scalability requirements on enterpriselevel applications.
2.3. Imperative-Style Smart Contracts
We have seen blockchain platforms that have introduced
programming interface called “smart contracts” to interact with the
blockchain ledger. Users do not need to execute queries to save or
retrieve data from the blockchain. Instead smart contracts provide
a programming interface to interact with the underlying blockchain
storage models. Smart contracts can be introduced as a database
abstraction layer for blockchain. It is similar to the Object Relational
Mapping (ORM) tools in traditional programming frameworks.
Unlike traditional ORMs, smart contracts are capable of defining the
business logic of the application. With smart contracts, business logic
on the application layer can be moved to the blockchain layer.
There are various smart contract platforms. Ethereum has the
Solidity platform [7], Hyperledger has the Chaincode smart contract
in the Fabric framework [1], Zilliqa has Scilla [8], Kadena has Pact
[16], RChain has Rholang [6], etc. Most of these platforms follow
the imperative programming style. There is no concurrency-control
mechanism in them; they do not support concurrent execution
of transactions [5]. As a result, there is considerable latency and
scalability suffers.
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LibrumCHAIN
3.1. Overview
Librumchain is a permissioned Blockchain system which is targeted for scalable, enterprise-level
applications such as big data, cloud computing, edge computing, IoT. It utilizes Apache Kafka [22] as the
underlying consensus platform and eventual consistent distributed database [23, 24] as the blockchain
asset storage. Eventual consistent databases produce high transaction write throughput [23] when
compared to other databases. That is the main reason to use an eventually consistent database as the
underlying asset storage in Librumchain [25]. Librumchain uses Apache Kafka message broker [22]
and reactive streams [26] methodology to handle back-pressure operations [4] on high transaction
throughput enabled applications. To facilitate the full-text search on Blockchain data, Librumchain
utilizes the Lucene index [27] based API. Librumchain addressed three main performance bottlenecks
on existing Blockchain platforms, namely, Order-Execute architecture, Full node data replication and
Imperative style smart contracts.
To address the issues with existing imperative style smart contracts, we have introduced functional
programming-based [28] and actor [29, 30] based Aplos smart contract platform [5]. With Aplos smart
contracts, all Blockchain functions (smart contracts) are written using actors. Different actors may interact
with one another via message passing. Aplos smart contract platform supports concurrent execution of
transactions; this yields high transaction throughput and scalability.
All blocks, transactions and asset information are stored in a distributed database(e.g. in tables) in
Librumchain. In Librumchain every Blockchain peer comes with a distributed database node; these nodes
are connected as a ring cluster. After executing a transaction, state update in a peer is distributed and
replicated with other peers via underlying distributed databases’ sharding algorithm. With this approach,
we avoid full node data replication issues which exist in traditional blockchains [3, 31] on Librumchain.
To address the issues in “Order-Execute” architecture, we designed a new blockchain architecture
“Validate-Execute-Group”. Unlike Order-Executebased systems, Validate-Execute-Group systems can
validate and executes transactions concurrently when peers submit them to the network. The client does
not need to wait until a block is created to approve transactions. Transactions will be executed only in
one peer; With Aplos smart contracts, the transactions can be executed concurrently. once transactions
get executed, the state update will distribute and replicate to other peers in the cluster by underlying
distributed database storage. Following are the main functionalities of Validate, Execute and Group
phases. The workflow of each phase described in Figure 1.
3.2. Validate Phase
Client submits transactions to Librumchain blockchain via Apache Kafka. Each blockchain peer has
separate Kafka topic which stores and order the transactions(Apache Kafka is the consensus service on
Librumchain blockchain). The transactions in the Kafka topic consumed by blockchain peers and executes
them. Unlike other blockchain systems, Librumchain validates the transactions (double-spending check)
when a client submits them to the blockchain network. Upon a client’s request, the blockchain peer first
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Clients

Kafka

Aplos

Storage

Lokka

(1) submit transaction
to kafka
(2) consume transaction

(3) validate transaction
(4) execute transaction
(5) sa ve transaction &
state upda te on st orage

(6) get transaction batch

(7) validate transaction
(8) generate block with transactions
(9) save block in storage

(10) publish block id to kafka

(11) get block id from kafka
(12) get block from storage & approve it

Figure 1: Librumchain blockchain Validate-Execute-Group architecture workflow.

checks whether this transaction is double-spent or not (check replay attacks). To check double-spending,
we use the Transaction ID and the sending user’s ID. When a transaction is invoked, we need to check
whether the given user has already sent a transaction with the same transaction ID. This Transaction ID
is a sequence number.
To validate the transactions when the client submits them to the blockchain, the underlying blockchain
asset storage needs to have linearizable consistency [32, 33]. Since we have used an eventually consistent
distributed database as the underlying storage, we need to find a way to achieve linearizable consistency
from the distributed database. Most of the existing distributed databases follow AP architecture in CAP
theorem [34]. The default consistency model(eventual consistency and strong consistency) in AP based
databases does not guarantee linearizable consistency. The main reason is that the default consistency
model does not consider pending writes when querying data. When two transactions execute at the
same time, one transaction could override the older one. This is not an issue in the AP based distributed
www.librumchain.com
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databases, it is the intended way that they have built to achieve high transaction throughput [35, 36].
To achieve linearizable consistency from AP based distributed database, Librumchain introduces a
distributed cache-based mechanism [37, 38]. The architecture is shown in Figure 3. In this architecture,
we have added a distributed cache between a blockchain peer and distributed database nodes. All the
recent transaction execution information is added to the distributed cache. The double-spending check
happens in two phases now (Figure 3).
In the first phase, when a transaction is proposed, a peer checks the validity of the transaction by
scanning the underlying distributed database. The underlying distributed database keeps all the executed
transactions from blockchain genesis. If this transaction is not included in the distributed database, a
second validation phase with the distributed cache is used. Since we have used eventually consistent
distributed storage when validating transactions, the pending transactions are not checked [36]. Pending
transactions are those that have not been written to the transaction table yet. If an identical transaction
with the same transaction ID comes from the same user before the pending transaction complete, it
results in a double-spend scenario. To overcome this issue, we have introduced a distributed cache to
store recently executed transactions(all the recently executed transaction ids and transaction sending
user ids are stored in the distributed cache). If the first validation phase succeeds, Librumchain checks
whether the given transaction (with its ID and sending user ID) exists in the distributed cache. If it does
not exist, it means complete validation process is accomplished. Then it writes the transaction ID and
transaction sender user IDs into the cache. The second validation phase guarantees double spend does
not occur with concurrent transactions.
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LibrumCHAIN Architecture

4.1. Overview
Current blockchain systems are built as monolithic systems. A single program/service on the
blockchain handles all the features in the blockchain. This includes handling consensus, maintaining
the decentralized ledger, broadcasting transactions, checking double spends [19], etc. We believe that
this is not an ideal design for a distributed system environment. In a monolithic system approach, one

Clients

Each node contains four services

Blockchain nodes

3.3. Execute Phase
If both validations (two-step double-spend check) are successful, the transaction is executed and the
ledger asset is updated. This transaction is saved in the transaction table. The order of the transactions
and ledger assets are guaranteed by the underlying distributed databases consensus algorithm. Unlike
the Order-Execute approach, a transaction will be executed only once. After executing a transaction,
state update in a peer is distributed and replicated with other nodes using the underlying distributed
database’s sharding algorithm.
3.4. Group Phase
Now that a transaction is validated and executed, the executed transaction is replicated and made
available to other peers through the distributed database, the recently executed transaction entries are
on the distributed cache. At any given time, a special service called “Lokka” takes all transaction entries in
the distributed cache and creates a block. Lokka’s main functionality is to create blocks and approve the

node 2

ml services

node 3

storage services

node 1

node 4

kafka

aplos services

blocks. There could be multiple Lokka nodes in the blockchain network.
When creating a block, Lokka takes all the transactions that correspond to the cache entries from the
underlying distributed database and add them to a block. Block is also stored in the underlying distributed
database. Once the block is created it needs to be approved by other Lokka services in the network. The
block ordering process is done via majority vote federated consensus [39, 40] implemented between
Lokka services. There is an endorsement policy defined among the Lokka nodes. This policy defines how
many Lokka nodes that need to vote to approve a block. Lokka service creates blocks either intervalbased or volume-based; i.e., based on the number of transactions in the cache (e.g. 100 transactions in
cache).
It is important to note that the transaction execution process and the grouping process (block
creation) are two separate processes. Clients do not need to wait until block creation to confirm a
transaction. Since transactions have already been validated and executed, the Grouping phase proceeds
fully asynchronously.
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node 5

lokka services

etcd cluster

ca

Figure 2: Librumchain blockchain microservice-based architecture. Each blockchain
node contains three services, 1) Storage service, 2) Lokka service 3) Aplos service.
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needs to build everything using a single programming language. When the code base grows, it becomes
unwieldy. Since only one service is available, it is not possible to scale. As such, we build Librumchain
using a microservice architecture [41], solving all the aforementioned problems. In Librumchain, all the
functionalities are implemented as small services (microservices). All of these services are Dockerized
[42] and available for deployment using Kubernetes [43]. Figure 2 shows the architecture of Librumchain.
It contains the following services/components:
1. Aplos service - Smart contract service implemented using Scala [44, 45] functional programming
language and Akka actors [46]

partitioned topic Librumchain can run the multiple Aplos services in a single blockchain peer depends on
the transaction load. Each Aplos service consumes transaction only once and executes them. As shown
in Figure 4, they can work independently and execute transactions concurrently. When a message is
received by the Aplos service, it delegates the message to the corresponding actor based on transaction
parameters, validation phase, and execution phases performed by the actor.

Partitioned
consumer group

Partitioned kafka topic

2. Storage service - Apache cassandra [23] based block, transaction and asset storage service
3. Lokka service - Block creating service implemented using Scala and Akka streams [26]
Consume Transactions

4. Kafka message broker - Kafka [22] based distributed publisher/subscriber service
5. Librumchain-CA - Certificate authority in Librumchain blockchain

Aplos 1

Partition 0

4.2. Aplos Service
Consume Transactions

The Aplos service is the actor-based smart contract service in Librumchain [5]. All blockchain-based
software programs and the messages that pass between them are written as Akka actors and saved in
the Aplos service. Clients send transaction requests to this service with the actor name and its message.
Based on that, the Aplos service finds the corresponding actor and passes the message to that actor.
Then the actor validates and executes the transaction message. Based on the validate/execute outcome,
it creates a transaction and updates the asset state in the underlying asset storage, as shown in Figure
3. Finally, the transaction ID saves on the distributed cache. Based on the transactions IDs on the cache,
Lokka service will be created the blocks in Group phase. The Aplos service has been implemented using
the Scala functional programming languages. The Akka actor framework is used to build smart contract
programs.

Aplos 2

Partition 1
Consume Transactions

Aplos 3

Partition 2

Figure 4: Partitioned Kafka topic.

(4) validate transactions
(2) order transaction(

Clients

Distributed Message Broker

6) execute transactions

4.3. Storage Service

Smart Contract

Storage is the place where the blocks, transactions and assets are stored in Librumchain. We have used
eventually consistent distributed database as the asset storage in Librumchain. Each peer in Librumchain
blockchain comes with two types of storage, off-chain storage and on-chain storage. Off-chain storage
stores the actual data generated by the peers. The hash of these data published to on-chain storage
and shared with other peers. As shown in Figure 5, the on-chain nodes are connected in a ring cluster.
Once Aplos service executes transactions, it will write the state updates and transactions into its storage
service instance(distributed database node). Then the saved data will be distributed to other nodes via
the underlying distributed database.

(5.1) double spend check

(1) submit transaction(

3) consume transaction
(5.2) double spend check

(7) save state update

Distributed-Cache
Figure 3: Librumchain Aplos service architecture.

Each node in the network runs its own Aplos service. This service consumes transaction messages from
Apache Kafka. There is a Kafka topic which the service listens to. A client publishes transaction messages
to this Kafka topic. These Kafka topics can be partitioned and operate as a Kafka consumer group. Then
Kafka handles the message partitioning and message broadcasting between the topic, guaranteeing total
order(provide total order by sending a message only to one consumer by topic partitioning [22]). With
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Librumchain blockchain does not use full node data replication like Bitcoin or other blockchain
platforms. Instead, Librumchain adopts a sharding-based data replication mechanism. In Librumchain
blockchain, data replications are handled by the underlying distributed database. When one blockchain
node writes data to its storage service, the data will be replicated to only a certain number of blockchain
nodes depending on the replication factor defined in the data replication procedure of the distributed
database. For instance, in a 10-node blockchain cluster, if the replication_factor is 3, transactions will be
replicated in 3 nodes.
We have chosen Apache Cassandra [23] as our storage service as we can write to any node in the
Cassandra cluster [25]. In other database systems, one can only write to the master node. There is no
master node on Cassandra, which has a masterless ring architecture. In the blockchain, every node
www.librumchain.com
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should have equal write ability to the data storage. We also use Cassandra for its scalability and highwrite throughput. Cassandra supports up to one million writes per second, which is an ideal data storage
for a high-transaction throughput environment (e.g., banking applications). All the data in Transactions,
Blocks and Asset tables will be indexed in Apache Lucene index-based API [27, 47] to achieve full-text
search capability of the Librumchain blockchain.
Storage 2

There are multiple Lokka services in the system (each blockchain node may run their own Lokka
service). Lokka services create blocks based on a time interval (e.g., create a block every second) or based
on the number of transactions in the Redis cache (e.g., after every 100 transactions in Redis). The Block
Creator is determined in a round-robin distributed scheduler. Consider the scenario in Figure 7, which
has 3 Lokka services. Assume that the first block is created by Lokka A, the second block will be created
by Lokka B and the third block is by Lokka C. This goes on repeatedly.
4.5. Apache Kafka Message Broker

(1) submit transaction

Clients

(3) save hash on-chain

Smart-contract

Storage 1

Storage 3

(4) save state update
(5) replicate data with sharding

(2) save data on off-chain

Storage 4
Storage 5

Apache Kafka is used as the consensus platform and message broker in Librumchain blockchain.
All transactions published by the clients will be stored and ordered in a Kafka message broker. Aplos
services take the ordered transactions from a Kafka message broker, execute them with smart contracts.
Kafka message brokers in Librumchain focus on two main scenarios. In the first scenario, the client
publishes transaction messages to the blockchain node via Kafka message broker. There is a separate
Kafka message topic for each Aplos service in the blockchain peers. Clients publish transaction messages
to these Kafka topics, Figure 3. By using Kafka for client-to-blockchain communication, we can handle
back-pressure operations [4] with handling a high transaction load in the scalable application. The second
scenario is communication between Lokka services. When a Lokka service generates a block and saves
it in the Blocks table, the block ID is broadcast to other Lokka services via Kafka for approval. As shown
in Figure 7 all communication between Lokka services happens through Kafka. We run 3 Kafka broker
nodes with 3 Zookeeper nodes in Librumchain.

Off-chain storage 1
Figure 5: Librumchain storage service, replicating data on three nodes with replication factor 3.

lokka-service 3

4.4. Lokka Service
In the Group Phase, the Lokka service creates block based on the transaction IDs in the cache. When
creating a block, it generates the block hash and adds the transaction list to the block as a Cassandra userdefined type list. Block hash contains the previous block hash and Merkle root hash of the transaction
list. Finally, the block is saved in the Blocks table. The newly created block ID (primary key of the block
in Blocks table) is broadcast to other Lokka services via Kafka (each Lokka service has their own Kafka
topic for communication). Then other Lokka services take the block from the Blocks table, verify the
transactions in the block and digitally sign the block. When signing, they digitally sign the block hash
and add the signature into the block header. The block generation and signing process happen in a fully
asynchronous way.

(2) create block
(3) broadcast block

(1) consume transactions from kafka

(1)

create 2nd block

(2)
(3)

kafka

(1)

lokka-service 1
create 1st block

(2)
(3)

(4) save block
create 3rd block

Storage

kafka

lokka-service 2

(1) get transactions
(2) validate transactions
(3) create block

Figure 7: Lokka services communicate via kafka.

Figure 6: Librumchain Lokka service architecture.
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4.6. Librumchain-CA
Librumchain-CA is the certificate authority in Librumchain blockchain. The blockchain peers and clients
public key certificates are issued by the Librumchain-CA. Apache Cassandra storage has been used as the
certificate storage in Librumchain-CA. All the certificates issued by the Librumchain- CA will be stored in
the Apache Cassandra storage. When bootstrapping a blockchain peer, it will generate a public-private
key pair and submits the public key into Librumchain-CA. Then Librumchain-CA will digitally sign that
public key and store it in the certificate storage. Then these certificates will be available for other peers
and client in the blockchain network. Librumchain-CA exposes REST based API and Apache Kafka based
streaming API to communicate. There are two main APIs available, 1) certificate publish API, 2) certificate
search API. Blockchain peers and clients submit their public keys into the certificate store via certificate
publish API. The certificates in the Librumchain-CA can be searched via the certificate search API.

kafka cluster (node1, node2, node3)

kafka1

zookeeper1

zookeeper2

zookeeper3

kafka2

kafka3

kafka4

kafka5

4.7. Microservice Deployment
Each blockchain node in the network runs their own Aplos, Storage and Lokka services. All these
services are Dockerized and available to deploy with Kubernetes container orchestration system, Figure
8. The administrator for each node(e.g system admin of the organization) needs to configure and deploy
their own services. Kafka cluster needs to be deployed independently from the Aplos, Storage and Lokka
services. For the service deployments, Librumchain provides docker-compose based deployment scripts
as well as Kubernetes helm chart based deployment scripts. The Kubernetes container orchestration
system will manage the termination and recovery after the sudden failure of the microservices in each
of the blockchain nodes.
storagea
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lokka

storagea

peer 1

storagea
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lokka

storagea
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lokka

storagea
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lokka
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lokka
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peer n-1

peer 4

etcd 1

lokka
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Figure 8: Librumchain blockchain deployment with Docker, Kubernetes and Helm Charts.
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LibrumCHAIN Features

Librumchain is a highly scalable blockchain platform for enterprise
applications. We mainly targeted Big Data, IoT, Banking, Finance,
Healthcare domain applications in Librumchain. Librumchain is not
only a blockchain platform, it’s a framework to build and deploy
highly scalable enterprise applications with microservices-based
architecture [41]. Following are the main features of the Librumchain
blockchain.
5.1. Real-time Transactions
Librumchain introduced real-time transaction enabled novel
scalable validate-execute-group blockchain architecture. The
proposed architecture is built using Apache-Kafka-based consensus
[22] and reduces the overhead of the order-execute architecture in
traditional blockchain systems. Backpressure operations on scalable
real-time applications are handled with Reactive Streaming based
methodology.
5.2. Concurrent Smart Contracts
Librumchain supports functional programming and an actorbased concurrent smart contract platform Aplos. All blockchainbased software programs and the messages that pass between
them are written as Scala functional programming language-based
Akka actors. Aplos is identified as a Smart Actor platform since it
supports concurrent transaction execution blockchain using actorbased concurrency handling [5].
5.3. Sharding
Librumchain blockchain uses Sharding-based consensus.
The consensus handling of the blockchain can be delegated into
sub-groups(shards) and operates independently. Librumchain
uses Apache-Kafka for local shard consensus and, Raft for global
consensus [48]. Further, the data replication of the blockchain
supports sharding-based architecture. Instead of full-node data
replication on the blockchain, sharding-based data replication has
been used to reduce the network and communication overhead in
the blockchain [49].

microservices services in the Librumchain blockchain. Each
blockchain node contains four different microservices 1. Storage,
2. Aplos, 3. Lokka, 4. Librumchain-ML. All these microservices are
dockerized and available for deployment using Kubernetes [50].
5.5. Data Analytics
Librumchain used Apache Cassandra-based storage as the
blockchain asset storage. All the assets stored in the storage are
indexed on an elastic search-based full-text search API. Librumchain
facilitates the full-text search of blockchain data by using this search
API. Librumchain blockchain elastic search API can be plugged with
Kibana, Grafana like analytic dashboards. In this way, we make
blockchain more scalable, secure, structured, and meaningful for
further data analytics [51].
5.6. Machine Learning
Librumchain blockchain comes with federated-learning-based
machine learning service Librumchain-ML. The data on the different
blockchain peers can be analyzed and built the machine learning
models in a privacy-preserving manner using federated learning.
Librumchain-ML supports Pytroch, Pysyft, and TensorFlow-federated
machine learning integrations [51].
5.7. Non Fungible Tokens Support
NFTs (or “non-fungible tokens”) are a special kind of crypto asset in
which each token is unique — as opposed to “fungible” assets like Bitcoin and dollar bills, which are all worth the same amount. Because
every NFT is unique, they can be used to authenticate ownership of
digital assets like artworks, recordings, and virtual real estate or pets
[52]. Librumchain blockchain supports to represent the ownership
of digital and physical assets(e.g digital arts, physical arts, real estate,
sneakers) using Non Fungible Tokens(NFT). It supports ERC-20 and
ERC-721 token standards [53]. The metadata of the NFTs are saved
on blockchain ledger and digital objects saved in off-chain storage or
public storage like IPFS [54].

5.4. Microservices
Librumchain blockchain is designed using Microservices-based
architecture. The consensus handling, smart contracts, asset storage,
and block generation functions are implemented in independent
18
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(4) Query 5G device status from blockchain

LibrumCHAIN Use Case

Rahasak
Blockchain

5G base station 1

As a use case of Librumchain blockchain, a connected vehicle(e.g containers and trucks) tracking
platform with integrated 5G network is presented. The proposed platform is developed for ports to
track their containers and trucks using GPS enabled 5G mobile phones. As shown in Figure 9 the trucks
and containers in the port travel to different locations. Each driver in the truck is equipped with a GPS
enabled 5G mobile device. These 5G mobile devices will communicate with the 5G base stations. All 5G
based stations are connected with Librumchain blockchain nodes in different ports(The Librumchain
blockchain is deployed in each port in the network). The truck driver identity and their location-tracking
information are both stored in the Librumchain blockchain. The 5G mobile device identity includes Device
Name, Device Address, Communication Port, Communication Protocol, etc. There are two separate smart
contracts in Librumchain blockchain to handle device identities and locations tracking functions. The
Device smart contract implements the 5G mobile device identity handling functions(e.g device identity
creation and device identity search functions) of the truck owners. The Trace smart contract implements
the location tracking functions(location create and location search functions) of the 5G mobile devices
of the truck owners. With this infrastructure, the base station tracks the location of each 5G device it
communicates with and submits its location information to the Librumchain blockchain. Initially, 5G
mobile device identities(which are used by the truck drivers in the port) need to be added(registered)
to the blockchain. This is done via the web-based admin interface. When registering devices, the admin
interface invokes createDevice function on Device smart contract. The registered devices can be searched
via executing searchDevice functions on Device smart contacts. When a 5G enabled device transmits 5G
packets to the base station, the based station extracts the location data from the packet and create
location records which correspond to the 5G device in the blockchain. In this scenario the base station
will invoke traceLocation function in the Trace smart contract.
This blockchain infrastructure can be used to detect suspicious trucks/containers and the locations
of the trucks/containers which operates in different ports. All 5G mobile device identities of the truck
owners are registered in the blockchain when they start the transportation. Then these device locations
are continuously recorded in the Librumchain blockchain via the 5G base stations. The 5G mobile devices
transmit their information to the base station as 5G packets.The packet attribute contains various
information about the 5G device(e.g Device Address, Frame Port, Frame Counter, Message Type etc). The
Device Address field in the packet used to find the device identity of the 5G packet from the blockchain.
TheFrame Counterfieldsareusedtocheckforde-duplicationoftransactions in the blockchain. When the 5G
packet is received at the base station, it first extracts Device Address of that packet. Based on the Device
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Figure 9: Librumchain blockchain architecture of connected truck/container tracking platform in ports. 5G
gateways deployed in different ports. These gateways can be connected to different blockchain nodes.

Address in the packet, base station searches corresponding 5G device identity saved in the blockchain.
It can be done via searchDevice function on Device smart contract. If the 5G device identity which
corresponds to the packet exists on the blockchain, it is recognized as a valid packet(generated from the
verified 5G device which belongs to the truck owner). If the device identity does not exist, it is recognized
as a suspicious packet generated from an unauthorized device. Once a suspicious packet is found it can
notify the corresponding authority. Each time a 5G packet is received at the base station, it extracts the
location attributes from the packet. Then these location data will be feed into the Librumchain blockchain
along with the Device Address field of the 5G device. In this way, all location records of the trucks and
containers will be recorded in the Librumchain blockchain. When trucks move to different ports, they may
be connected to the network via different base stations. This location tracking function is handled with
traceLocation function in Trace smart contract. The proposed platform is operating in a highly scalable
environment. The truck location information will be received to the base station as continuous streams.
So high transaction load needs to be handled. The real-time transaction support Validate-Execute-Group
blockchain architecture, Apache Kafka based back-pressure operation handling, Concurrent transaction
execution of Aplos smart contracts enables Librumchain blockchain to operate in such a highly scalable
application environment with supporting high transaction load.
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LibrumCHAIN Performance Evaluation
Performance evaluation of Librumchain is completed and discussed comparing Hyperledger Fabric
and BigchainDB blockchains. To obtain the results Librumchain, Hyperledger Fabric and BigchainDB
blockchains deployed on AWS cluster(AWS 2xlarge instance with 16GB RAM and 8 CPUs). Librumchain
blockchain is set up to run with 4 Kafka nodes, 3 Zookeeper nodes and Apache Cassandra [23] as the state
database. The smart contracts on the Librumchain blockchain are implemented with Scala functional
programming and Akka actors. Hyperledger Fabric is set up to run with a Kafka based consensus utilizing
3 Orderer nodes, 4 Kafka nodes, 3 Zookeeper nodes and LevelDB [1] as the state database. BigchainDB
blockchain is set up to run with Tendermint consensus [39] and MongoDB [55] as the state database.
The evaluation tests performance for a varying number of blockchain peers (1 to 15 peers) and records
the following results:
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07

architecture, functional programming-based smart contract platform, reactive streaming-based backpressure handling) Librumchain blockchain produces higher transaction throughput than Hypeledger
Fabric and BigchainDB blockchain systems. Similar to invoke transactions, the Query operation
throughput of Librumchain is compared with BigchainDB and Hyperledger Fabric, Figure 12. Librumchain
serves its query API via Apache Lucene index-based search API. BigchainDB facilitates the query API with
MongoDB and Hyperledger Fabric with CouchDB. Query transaction throughput of Librumchain is higher
than both BigchainDB and Hyperledger Fabric. As mentioned above the real-time transaction enabled
“Validate-Execute-Group” blockchain architecture, concurrent transaction execution of smart contracts
and Akka streams based back-pressure handling are the main reasons for the improved results.

1. Transaction throughput
2. Transaction scalability
3. Transaction execution rate
4. Search performance
5. Block generation performance

Node

Figure 10: Transaction throughput of Librumchain blockchain.

7.1. Transaction Throughput

hyperledger
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bigchaindb

960
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For this evaluation, we recorded the number of invoke transactions and the number of query
transactions that can be executed in each Librumchain blockchain peer. Invoke transactions update
the status of the assets. Query transactions just read the status from the ledger without creating a
transaction in the ledger or updating the asset statuses. We issued concurrent invoke, query transactions
for each blockchain peer and recorded the number of executed transactions. As shown in Figure 10, we
compared the invoke transaction/query transaction throughput and obtained consistent throughput in
each peer on the Librumchain blockchain. Since query’s are not updating the ledger status, it has high
throughput(2 times) compared to invoke transactions. Then as shown in Figure 11, the invoke transaction
throughput of Librumchain is compared to BigchainDB and Hyperledger Fabric. Librumchain performs
with a higher transaction throughput than BigchainDB and Hyperledger Fabric. Hyperledger Fabric
comes with Multi-Version Concurrency Control (MVCC [17]) based on Execute-Order-Validate blockchain
architecture [1], BigchainDB comes with Blockchain-Pipeline architecture. Both of these architectures
do not support real-time transactions. But Librumchain blockchain comes with real-time transaction
supporting “Validate-Execute-Group” architecture. The smart contracts on both Hyperledger Fabric and
BigchainDB do not support concurrent transaction execution since they are designed based on imperative
style programming. The Aplos smart contract platform in Librumchain blockchain supports concurrent
transaction execution using a functional programming based paradigm and actor-based concurrency
handling system. Moreover, Librumchain supports Akka streams and Kafka streams based back-pressure
operation handling in high transaction load scenarios. Due to these reasons(“Validate-Execute-Group”
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Figure 11: Invoke transaction results of Librumchain, BigchainDB and Hyperledger Fabric.
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Figure 12: Query transaction results of Librumchain, BigchainDB and Hyperledger Fabric.

Figure 13: Transaction scalability of Librumchain blockchain.

7.2. Transaction Scalability
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To evaluate transaction scalability, we recorded the number of invoke transactions and query
transactions (per second) over the number of blockchain peers in the network. We issued concurrent
transactions in each blockchain peer and recorded the number of executed transactions. Figure 13 shows
the transaction scalability comparison of Librumchain blockchain. When adding a node to the cluster, it
nearly linearly increases the transaction throughput. Which means the transaction latency will decrease
when adding blockchain peers to the cluster. Then as shown in Figure 14 the transaction scalability of
Librumchain is compared with BigchainDB and Hyperledger Fabric. Librumchain has higher scalability than
BigchainDB and Hyperledger Fabric blockchains. Both Hyperledger Fabric and BigchainDB blockchains
do not support real-time transaction enabled blockchain architecture. Hyperledger Fabric comes with
Multi-Version Concurrency Control (MVCC [17]) based on Execute-Order-Validate blockchain architecture
[1], BigchainDB comes with Blockchain-Pipeline architecture. Both architectures do not support realtime transactions. But Librumchain blockchain supports real-time transaction enabled “ValidateExecute-Group” blockchain architecture. With the “Validate-Execute-Group” blockchain architecture, the
Aplos smart contract services in each Librumchain blockchain node can process/execute transactions
independently with using partitioned Kafka topics. When adding nodes to the cluster, it nearly doubles
the transaction throughput since Aplos services can process transactions concurrently. For example, one
Aplos service processes 1000 transactions per second, two Aplos services can process approximately
2000 transactions per second. Due to this reason when the number of peers increases, the rate of
executed transactions increase relatively. So when adding new nodes to the cluster, Librumchain linearly
increases the transaction throughput.
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Figure 14: Transaction scalability results of Librumchain, BigchainDB and Hyperledger Fabric.
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7.3. Transaction Execution Rate

7.4. Search Performance

Next, we evaluate the transaction execution rate in the Librumchain platform. We tested the number
of submitted transactions and executed transactions in different blockchain peers recording the time.
Figure 15 shows how transaction execution rate varies when having a different number of blockchain
peers in the Librumchain(statistics observed up to 7 peer blockchain cluster). We have recorded the
number of executed transactions with different no of peers against the time. When the number of peers
increases, the rate of executed transactions is increased relatively. On other hand, we observed that
Librumchain has consistent transaction throughput(with few ups and downs) against the time. Figure
16 shows the number of executed transactions and submitted transactions in a single Librumchain
blockchain peer. There is a gap between the rates of submitted transactions and executed transactions
known as the transaction back-pressure [4]. The transaction execution rate is lower than the transaction
submission rate. A reactive streaming-based approach with Apache Kafka is used to handle back-pressure
operations in the Librumchain blockchain.
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Figure 15: Transaction execution rate with number of peers in the Librumchain blockchain.
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Librumchain allows one to search for data in the transaction/
block/asset tables using its Apache Lucene index-based search
API. Librumchain stores all it’s data(blocks, transactions,
blockchain assets) on Apache Cassandra based Elassandra
storage. Elassandra adds Apache Lucene index-based
search API(e.g Elasticsearch API) into Cassandra storage.
With Elassandra we automatically indexed all the data in
Librumchain Cassandra storage on Elasticsearch API. The
full-text search of the Librumchain blockchain facilitates
with this Elasticsearch API. For this evaluation, we issued
concurrent
transaction
search
requests to Librumchain blockchains
search API and computed the search
time. Different transaction data sets
are used in this experiment and the
time to search a single transaction
record from each transaction dataset
is calculated. Shown in Figure 17, to
search a transaction record from 2
million transaction data set, it took only
4 milliseconds. Search performance
of the Apache Lucene index-based
API and concurrent transaction
execution of the Aplos smart contract
service are the main reasons yielding
faster search in Librumchain. These
search performance results obtained
from a seven node Librumchain
blockchain cluster.
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Figure 16: Transaction execution rate and transaction submission rate in a single blockchain peer.
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Figure 17: Search performance of Librumchain blockchain.
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7.5. Block Generate Time
In this evaluation, the time taken to generate blocks in the Librumchain blockchain is evaluated.
First, the block generation time statistics is recorded against the number of transactions in the block
from a seven peer Librumchain blockchain cluster. Block generation time depends on three main time
factors a). data replication and broadcast time between peers b). Merkel proof/block hash generate
time c). transaction validation time. When the transaction count increases in the block, these factors
will be increased. Due to this reason, when the transaction count increases, block generation time also
increases correspondingly. As shown in Figure 18 to increase a block when having 10k transaction, it
takes 8 seconds. Next, evaluated block generation time against the number of blockchain peers in the
cluster is evaluated. A block with a 2000 transaction set is used and the time to generate the block with
the different number of blockchain peers(up to 7 peers) is calculated and evaluated. When adding peers
to the cluster the above mentioned time factors(data replication and broadcast time between peers,
Merkel proof/block hash generate time, transaction validation time) will be increased since each peer to
need to validate transactions in the block and recalculate block header. Due to this reason when adding
peers to the cluster block generation time also increases correspondingly in Librumchain blockchain,
Figure 19.
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Figure 18: Block generation time against the number of transactions in the block.
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Figure 19: Block generation time against the number of peers in the cluster.
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Related Work
Much research has been conducted to add scalability, high availability, high-transaction-throughputlike enterprise database features into the blockchain. In this section, we outline the main features and
architecture of these research projects.
BigchainDB [2] is an enterprise blockchain database built on top of MongoDB [55]. The consensus
is handled by the underlying MongoDB. They have added blockchain features (decentralized control,
immutability, movement of digital assets) into MongoDB to make it a scalable blockchain database. The
major contribution of BigchainDB is to enable blockchain scalability using a concept called blockchain
pipelining. With blockchain pipelining, block validation does not happen when a block is added to
the network. It is eventually done by the voting process among the nodes. When a block is added to
the network, all nodes start to validate the transactions and vote for a block (valid or invalid). When
the majority nodes voted for a block, the block is considered as a valid block. This process yields high
transaction throughput for BigchainDB.
HBasechainDB [11] is a similar kind of blockchain database to BigchainDB. Instead of MongoDB, they
used the Apache HBase with Hadoop. Like Bigchaindb, HbasechainDB uses blockchain pipelining and
majority vote federated consensus to generate the blocks. Since it uses HBase with Hadoop, it has linear
scalability. It is also capable of analyzing data that are present on the blockchain.
Hyperledger Fabric [1] is a permissioned blockchain system using a modular design approach that
allows scalability, extensibility and flexibility. It comes in different consensus algorithms which can be
configured Kafka, RBFT, Sumeragi, and PoET. Hyperledger comes with a smart contract [7] platform
called Chaincode. Users can write chaincode contracts with Golang [56]. Hyperledger uses Apache Kafka
to facilitate private communication channels between the nodes. It can achieve up to 3,500 transactions
per second in certain popular deployments.
LSB - Lightweight Scalable Blockchain [57] is a lightweight and scalable blockchain storage that is
optimized for IoT requirements. It solves five main challenges when integrating existing blockchain
platforms within the IoT environment. These challenges are complex consensus algorithms, Scalability
and overheads, Latency, Security overheads, and Throughput. It uses a Smart home setting for illustrative
purposes for LSB blockchain in IoT. LSB is application agnostic and well-suited for diverse IoT applications.
To meet the requirements of blockchain for IoT, LSB incorporates several optimizations which include a
Lightweight Consensus(LC) algorithm, a distributed trust method, a distributed throughput management
strategy, and a separation of the transaction traffic from the data flow.
Lightchain [13] is a lightweight blockchain system built for powerconstrained IIoT use cases providing
a resource-efficient solution. It focuses on improving by reducing computing power consumption,
storage space usage, and network resources usage. The consensus is handled by the protocol Synergistic
Multiple Proof(SMP) for stimulating the cooperation of IIoT devices. For it to consider the limitation on
the storage resource, it utilizes a novel Unrelated Block Offloading Filter to prevent an enormous growth
of the ledger without affecting blockchain’s traceability. This is accomplished with a lightweight data
structure called LightBlock (LB) providing the ability to streamline broadcast content.

The majority of the nodes need to vote for a block to add to the ledger. Unlike other blockchains, it
validates transactions in the blocks concurrently. All nodes do not keep the entire state of the ledger.
Instead, it uses a sharding-based approach. Concurrently validating transactions and having shardingbased data replication allow the Chain blockchain to scale up.
RapidChain [3] is the first sharding-based public blockchain protocol that is resilient against Byzantine
faults [20, 21]. It partitioned the data and distributed them into multiple committer nodes (sharding). Using
an efficient cross-shard transaction verification technique, RapidChain avoids gossiping transactions to
the entire network. Rapidchain evaluations suggest that it can process (and confirm) more than 7,300
transactions per second.
RSCoin [12] is a sharding-based blockchain protocol to enable the scalability of centrally-banked
crypto-currencies. It comes with a centralized monetary supply and distributed transaction ledger. A
set of authorities called mintettes perform validation (double-spend checking) of transactions. By
having a centralized monetary authority, RSCoin addresses scalability issues in decentralized cryptocurrencies. RSCoin uses a simple and fast mechanism for double-spending check and two-phase commit
to maintaining the integrity of the transaction ledger. RSCoin guarantees that it can process 2,000
transactions per second.
Bitcoin-NG(Next Generation) [14] is a scalable blockchain protocol based on BFT consensus. It focused
on improving the scalability of Bitcoin by using the same trust model as Bitcoin. Bitcoin-NG’s latency is
limited only by the propagation delay of the network, and its bandwidth is limited only by the processing
capacity of the individual nodes. Bitcoin-NG achieves this performance improvement by decoupling
Bitcoin’s blockchain operation into two planes: leader election and transaction serialization. It divides
time into epochs, where each epoch has a single leader. As in Bitcoin, leader election is performed
randomly and infrequently. Once a leader is chosen, it is entitled to serialize transactions unilaterally
until a new leader is chosen, marking the end of the former’s epoch. With this approach, Bitcoin-Ng
achieves significantly higher throughput and lower latency than Bitcoin while maintaining the Bitcoin
trust assumptions.
Sensor-Chain [15] is a lightweight blockchain framework for mobile IoT. To the reduction in resource
consumption, it breaks downs global blockchain into smaller “local” blockchains in the spatial domain
and limiting their size through a temporal constraint. The proposed work is independent of any particular
ledger platform. Thus, it can be implemented with any blockchain platform (e.g. Ethereum, hyperledger,
and so on) for IoT. With the proposed architecture Sensor-Chain blockchain framework consumes little
storage space on the IoT sensor devices and is scalable with the increase in network size.
The comparison summary of these blockchain platforms and Librumchain platform is presented on
Table 2. It compares Blockchain type(public, private), Architecture, Consensus, Scalability level, Smart
contract support, Full-text search support, Concurrent transaction support and Sharding details. Table 1
summarizes how performance bottleneck features(i.e., real-time transactions with O-E model, concurrent
execution of smart contracts and sharded replications) are solved on existing blockchain platforms and
smart contract platforms. Compared with other Blockchain platform implementations, Librumchain is a
permissioned Blockchain system which is targeted for scalable, enterprise-level applications such as big
data, cloud computing, edge computing, and IoT. Meanwhile, the smart contract function, the fulltext
search, concurrent transactions and sharding capabilities are supported by Librumchain and make it a
compelling solution for practical integration of Blockchain technology in real-world scenarios.

Chain [10] is blockchain storage that mainly targets private blockchains. It uses federated consensus.
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Table 2: Blockchain platform comparison

SMART CONTRACT

FULL TEX T
SEARCH

CONCURRENT
TRANSACTIONS

SHARDING

TOKEN

Kafka

High

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Blockchain-Pipeline

Tendermint

High

Yes

Yes

NO

Yes

YES

Private

Blockchain-Pipeline

ZAB

High

NO

Yes

NO

Yes

NO

Private

Execute-Order -Validate

Kafka/ZAB

MID

Yes

NO

NO

NO

NO

LC

High

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

PUBLIC/PRI VATE

ARCHITECTURE

LibrumchainTPE

Private

Validate-Execute-Group

BigchainDB [2]

Both

HbasechainDB [11]
Hyperledger [1]
LSB [57]
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CALABILITY

BLOCKCHAIN

CONSENSU SS

Private Order-Execute with Cluster Heads

Lightchain [13]

Public

Order-Execute with Light Block

SMP

MID

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

Chain

Public

Order-Execute

Federated

MID

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

RapidChain [3]

Public

Order-Execute

Federated

MID

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

RSCoin [12]

Private

Order-Execute

2PC variant

MID

YES

NO

NO

YES

Bitcoin-NG [12 ]

Public

Order-Execute

PoW

MID

NO

NO

NO

NO

Sensor-Chain [15]

Public

N/ A

N/ A

MID

NO

NO

NO

YES
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Conclusions & Future Work

With Librumchain, a blockchain for highly scalable, concurrent
applications such as big data, cloud computing, edge computing,
IoT, edge computing etc is developed and presented. Librumchain
exhibits high transaction throughput, high scalability, and high
availability. Validate-Execute-Group blockchain architecture to
achieve real-time transaction from the blockchain is introduced.
The new blockchain architecture is designed with Apache Kafka
as the consensus platform. The functional programming and
actor based smart contract platform in Librumchain supports
concurrent execution of transactions. Full-text search capability
is implemented into Librumchain by indexing transactions and
blocks on Apache Lucene index-based search API. Librumchain
blockchain’s microservice-based architecture with Docker/
Kubernetes enables easy deployment and easy scalability.
Librumchain makes blockchain data more secure and meaningful
where real-time data analytic and anomaly detection can be easily
performed. The scalability and transaction throughput features
with empirical evaluations is shown. Librumchain is integrated
into production-grade applications in the banking and financial
sectors where the deployments are evidence for Librumchain
as an ideal blockchain system for highly scalable, enterpriselevel applications. Future developments include implementing
the following features in Librumchain. a) Support Self Sovereign
Identity [58, 59] with Zero-Knowledge Proof [60] in Librumchain
blockchain, b) Do a formal verification of the Aplos smart
actor platform and its security design, c) Implement Zero Trust
Authentication with Librumchain-CA.
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